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Idea: Creation of a list of vacant premises that can be 

provided for SMEs 
 
 
Number in the database: 98 
Area number: 12 

Idea description 

Title: Creation of a list of vacant premises that can be provided for SMEs 

Idea objective  

Small businesses have different needs in terms of premises for conducting their activities. The most 
typical are the needs for premises for the office, for communication with clients, for the storage of 
goods, for the repair of equipment, for holding various events, for trade, etc. 
Certain premises are needed for permanent use; others are used by the business temporarily. 
 
The main idea of this initiative is to create a list of vacant premises that public institutions can provide 
for business use. 
For this list to correspond to the actual situation, it is advisable to create an Internet resource 
based on such a list, in which changes to this list will be displayed. and also provide business access 
to information about vacant premises. 

Sharing process 
(max 1000 characters) 

The implementation of this initiative requires specific actions on the part of the city authorities: 
- analyse the needs of local businesses in vacant premises 
- analyse the availability of vacancies in public institutions that local businesses could use 
- discuss with businesses and public institutions the structure of the list of vacant premises and the 
procedures for updating the list data and accessing this information 
- ensure the process of updating data in the list of premises and tools for SME access to information 

Restrictions/rules (law, 
skills, time, other) 

Implementing this action requires qualifications to determine the structure of the list and 
communication with public institutions and businesses. 

Procedures (if 
applicable) 

It is necessary to consider the use of vacant premises of public institutions by businesses. 

Costs for public 
institutions (if 
applicable) 

The cost of organising work on creating a list (working hours). 

Expected result (if 
possible) 

Costs of creating and maintaining digital tools to access the list 
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